Calgary and District Square and Round Dancers Association
Survey Monkey
Hello to all of our dancers in the Calgary & District (C&D) area. As the new President of C&D, I have
heard from many of you who have thoughts and concerns about maintaining a vibrant square and
round dance community. It will help me and the C&D to determine a path forward if you will kindly fill
out this little survey about your view of the role of C&D and our dance community. Thanks you in
advance for your time and ideas. Brenda Ryder
1. How long have you been dancing? _______________________________________
How did you originally hear about square dancing? Circle one or more.
Friends

Square dance demonstration

Banners

Sign boards

C&D website

Other: __________________________________________
2. This is a list of the services C &D provides for the dance community. Please indicate whether you would
like C&D to continue offering these services:
Applying for and running the Casino…………………………...yes…no
Comment:

Organizing special dances with International callers….…yes…no
Comment:

What is the pricing that you would suggest for the
special dances with international callers? Current pricing is
In advance: $10/dance or $15 for two dances, At the door: $14/dance.
Would you pay more for these dances?
yes no

Organizing meetings so the clubs can discuss issues.….yes…no
Comment:

Providing funding for clubs to advertise………………….….yes…no
Comment:

Organizing summer dances for new graduates…………..yes…no
Comment:

Running campaigns to recruit new dancers…………………yes…no
Comment:

Organizing and maintaining the website………………………yes…no
Comment:

Would you like to see the return of a community
newsletter like the Grapevine?........................................yes…no
Comment:

Do you like to have visitations to your club from other clubs
and/or C&D representatives?
yes no
Comment:
3. I will volunteer for C&D at:
Casino (2nd quarter 2019)

yes

no

Special dances

yes

no

C&D BBQ in June

yes

no

Promotion Committee

yes

no

Kinsmen – Stampede

yes

no

Newsletter (if it returns)

yes

no

Representative from club

yes

no

C&D executive

yes

no

4. Thoughts for the future (Use a separate page, if necessary):
Please let us know about your thoughts and ideas for the future of square and round dancing.

Name: __________________________________Club: ______________________________________

